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This work presents the use of combinations between a wireless radio-frequency surface coil and a wireless 16-

leg birdcage coil that are inductively coupled to improve the magnetic field sensitivity and uniformity. A single

surface loop coil operating as transmission/reception (Tx/Rx) coil was designed for mouse head imaging at a

magnetic field strength of 9.4-T. Numerical analyses using finite-difference time-domain were performed to

compute the sensitivity and homogeneity of magnetic and electric flux density fields for each of the coil combi-

nations. Maximum field values and standard deviation were used as statistical parameters to compare the sen-

sitivity and homogeneity of the fields produced by the Tx/Rx surface coil for each case, when the wireless

inductively coupled coils were used. The electromagnetic analyses were applied to a cylindrical oil-based phan-

tom and a mouse model. The proposed combinations of the surface coil with the inductively coupled wireless

surface and wireless volume coils offer an enhanced magnetic-flux sensitivity and RF excitation field distribu-

tion at 9.4-T. The modifications to the surface coil geometry by adding the inductively coupled radio-frequency

coil combinations could be applied to the generally used transmit/receive surface coils and extended to parallel

radio-frequency transmission array at ultra-high-field magnetic resonance imaging.
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1. Introduction

The magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a diagnostic

medical imaging technique based on nuclear resonance

spectrometer, which uses the physical phenomena between

an atomic nucleus in an external magnetic (|B0|)-field and

an electromagnetic (EM) wave having a specific resonance

frequency. As the strength of |B0|-field increases, high-

quality anatomical images are obtained. Because signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) increases linearly with the |B0|-field

strength, more than 50 institutions with 7.0-T, a few 9.4-T

and 10.5-T, and 11.7-T for human brain studies [1] and

21.1-T for animal studies. A higher image resolution

helps investigate detailed anatomic information and pro-

vides better localization. However, the application of short

radiofrequency (RF) waves, during by high-frequency

operations, to biological tissues is still a challenge [2]; the

main reason being that the RF wavelength within a tissue

depends on the tissue’s electrical properties such as

conductivity (σ) and relative permittivity (εr). σ increases

and εr decreases with increasing resonance frequency of

the |B0|-field. A short RF wavelength can exhibit a com-

plicated wave behavior inside the biological tissue, result-

ing in degraded MR image quality due to inhomogeneous

magnetic flux density (|B1|)-field distribution in high-

frequency operations. Nevertheless, a single-channel volu-

metric coil or a surface coil can be utilized and adapted

with high frequency despite the inhomogeneous distribu-

tion of |B1|-field [3]. In such cases, by using the volume,

the amount of noise generated from the test subject is

high for a large subject. Therefore, the SNR is relatively

lower as compared to a small-size surface coil [4]. On the

other hand, the surface coil is mainly used for MR image

acquisition of a local region, despite inhomogeneous |B1|-

field distribution. The geometry of the surface coil for a

local imaging region can be rectangular, circular, elliptical,

polygonal, or octagonal, depending on the shape of the

target imaging region. The mode of the surface coil is

generally transmission/reception (Tx/Rx) or Rx-only [5].

The imaging area of the surface coil is generally designed
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to be half the diameter of the coil, and the imaging region

depends on the depth pulse sequence, which is the applied

RF energy on the test subject [6]. Although the surface

coil has the advantage of a higher |B1|-field sensitivity in

the region adjacent to the coil, the signal intensity of |B1|-

field rapidly decreases away from the coil. To overcome

this problem, addition of a high-permittivity material

(HPM) attachment or an inductively coupled wireless coil

(w-ICWC) is suggested with a small field of view (FOV)

to increase the overall |B1|-field distribution [7, 8]. 

In this paper, the inductively coupled wireless volume

coil (w-ICWVC) was used to increase the uniformity of

|B1|-field in the surface coil and to increase the homo-

geneity of |B1|-field in an environment with a short-RF-

wavelength MRI system. The Tx/Rx surface coil with the

w-ICWVC was compared to the inductively coupled

wireless surface coil (w-ICWSC) and the combination of

the w-ICWVC and w-ICWSC. EM calculations were

performed to explore the distribution of the |B1|-field and

electric (|E|)-field, with an oil-based cylindrical phantom

and a mouse model.

2. Materials and Methods

To evaluate the performance of the w-ICWVC and w-

ICWSC in the single-channel Tx/Rx coil, finite-difference

time-domain (FDTD) was utilized to compute the EM-

field by using Sim4Life (Speag, Switzerland) [9]. The

voxel size was set to 372 × 372 × 190 Yee cells along the

x-, y-, and z-directions for an oil-based cylindrical phan-

tom, and 522 × 372 × 340 Yee cells for a mouse model

(Male PIM1 mouse from IT’IS Foundation (Information

Technologies in Society), Switzerland) as shown in Fig. 1.

The dimensions of the oil-based cylindrical phantom were

30 mm diameter and 100 mm length. The dielectric

properties of the oil-based cylindrical phantom included a

conductivity of 0 S·m−1 and a permittivity of 4, which is

similar to that of oil. Each calculating resolution having a

1 mm resolution in the x-, y-, and z-directions. The EM

calculations were performed at 400 MHz of 9.4-T and

four RF excitation in the single-channel Tx/Rx coil was

set as current source of 1 A. The general approach of

using the single-channel Tx/Rx surface coil was model as

shown in Fig. 1(a). The coil dimensions were 20 mm

length and 2 mm breadth, under a perfect electric

conductor. The interval between the coil and the oil-based

cylindrical phantom was 1 mm, but the interval in the

mouse model was 15 mm. Other comparing condition of

w-ICWSC configuration as shown in Fig. 1(b). In detail,

the Tx/Rx surface coil and the w-ICWSC were separately

positioned in the oil-based cylindrical phantom and the

mouse model. The existence and nonexistence of the EM

field shows different behaviors in the coil and the

wireless coil. Four distributed capacitors in the w-ICWSC

were set at 15 pF for a frequency of 400-MHz. The coil

configuration of the w-ICWVC is shown in Fig. 1(c). The

wireless birdcage coil is closely positioned in the single-

channel Tx/Rx surface coil. The 16-leg band-pass-filter

birdcage coil with 32 RF sources and a sinusoidal current

source and a geometric phase distribution was employed.

The coil dimensions were 40 mm diameter and 20 mm

length. The band-pass-filter birdcage coil was set at 18 pF

in the end-ring and 67 pF in the leg region for 9.4-T

frequency of 400-MHz. The last coil configuration

combined geometries of the w-ICWVC and the w-

ICWVC on the single-channel Tx/Rx surface coil, as

shown in Fig. 1(d).

Fig. 1. (Color online) Geometric models of four types coil

configurations for the finite-different time-domain (FDTD)

calculation using oil-based cylindrical phantom and mouse

model: (a) single-channel Tx/Rx surface coil, (b) single-chan-

nel Tx/Rx surface coil + w-ICWSC, (c) single-channel Tx/Rx

surface coil + w-ICWVC, (d) single-channel Tx/Rx surface

coil + w-ICWSC + w-ICWVC.
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3. Results and Discussion

The |B1|-field involving RF excitation (|B1
+|) distributions

for three four coil configurations at 9.4-T of 400-MHz

frequency were obtained and compared using FDTD

calculations (in units of μT/V) as shown in Fig. 2. The

overall high |B1|-field as well |B1
+|-field sensitivity of the

w-ICWVC and the combined geometry of the w-ICWSC

and w-ICWVC on the single-channel Tx/Rx surface coil

were measured on the oil-based cylindrical phantom and

a mouse model. Particularly, the performance of |B1
+|-

field appeared to be similar to |B1|-field distribution

owing to the reciprocal theory [10]. For a more detailed

investigation, two evaluating factors−maximum and

standard deviation (SD) of the |B1|- and |B1
+|-map−were

measured and compared. The measured values between

the single-channel Tx/Rx coil and the w-ICWSC were

similar to the values provided in Table 1. The difference

between the maximum and the SD values in the oil-based

cylindrical phantom was 0.007 μT and 0.001 μT for |B1|-

field. In case of the mouse model, 0.009 μT and 0.016 μT

were measured as the difference between the maximum

|B1|-field intensity and the SD values, respectively. These

results clearly indicate that the performance of the two

coils is very similar to each other in terms of |B1|-field

sensitivity and homogeneity. However, the w-ICWVC

showed a relatively higher maximum |B1|-field intensity

and a lower SD value for the oil-based cylindrical

phantom and mouse model. The measured maximum |B1|-

field intensity was 4.052 μT and 3.153 μT for the oil-

based cylindrical phantom and the mouse model,

respectively. In addition, the SD value of the w-ICWVC

coil configuration was 0.258 μT and 3.019 μT for the oil-

based cylindrical phantom and the mouse model,

respectively. The measured maximum |B1|-field intensity

of the w-ICWVC coil configuration was approximately 2

times higher than the |B1|-field sensitivity, as compared to

the coil configurations of the single-channel Tx/Rx coil

and the w-ICWSC coil. Furthermore, the SD value of the

w-ICWVC was approximately 3 times lower than the two

coils. The results reflect that the w-ICWVC coil had

higher |B1|-field sensitivity and homogeneity as compared

to the two-coil cases. The single-channel Tx/Rx surface

coil with the w-ICWSC and the w-ICWVC coils was

compared in the same way. The maximum |B1|-field

intensity and SD values were similar to that of the w-

ICWVC. The differentiation of two evaluating factors

was approximately 2 % for the two-coil cases. From these

results, it appears that the |B1|-field distribution is more

dependent on the w-ICWVC rather than the w-ICWSC

configuration. According to the |B1|-field simulation

results, the w-ICWVC configuration has higher sensitivity

and a lower SD values. The role of w-ICWC was defined

by generating the additional RF field using the coupling

between single-channel Tx/Rx surface coil and w-ICWC.

The amount of inductive coupling between two conductors

was measured by their mutual inductance. The w-ICWVC

was cover more large imaging area with higher mutual

inductance than w-ICWSC. The simulation results for the

|E|-field distribution are shown in Fig. 3. Similar |E|-field

distributions were observed between the only single-

Table 1. Measured maximum and SD values in |B1|-field maps

for the four coil configurations in the oil-based cylindrical

phantom and the mouse model: (a) single-channel Tx/Rx sur-

face coil, (b) single-channel Tx/Rx surface coil + w-ICWSC,

(c) single-channel Tx/Rx surface coil + w-ICWVC, (d) single-

channel Tx/Rx surface coil + w-ICWSC + w-ICWVC

Oil-based cylindrical 

phantom
Mouse model

Maximum 

[µT]
SD [µT]

Maximum 

[µT]
SD [µT]

(a) 2.100 0.484 1.197 0.597

(b) 2.107 0.483 1.188 0.613

(c) 4.052 0.258 3.153 3.019

(d) 4.136 0.267 3.265 3.126

Fig. 2. (Color online) |B1|-, and |B1

+|-field distributions for the

four coil configurations using the oil-based cylindrical phan-

tom and mouse model: (a) single-channel Tx/Rx surface coil,

(b) single-channel Tx/Rx surface coil + w-ICWSC, (c) single-

channel Tx/Rx surface coil + w-ICWVC, (d) single-channel

Tx/Rx surface coil + w-ICWSC + w-ICWVC.
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channel Tx/Rx coil and the w-ICWSC, but the |E|-field

intensity of the w-ICWVC was measured to be relatively

lower than the two cases. The w-ICWVC coil configuration

shows lower RF deposition into the subject as compared

to other case. While the |E|-field distribution was

concentrated between Tx/Rx coil and w-ICWSC, The w-

ICWVC has the dispersed along the w-ICWC structure.

4. Conclusion

A single-channel Tx/Rx surface coil and a single-

channel birdcage coil has become the standard coil for

mouse head imaging as well as clinical MRI. Each coil

was utilized individually for the target imaging region. In

this study, we proposed a combination of the single-

channel Tx/Rx surface coil with the w-ICWSC and w-

ICWVC for mouse head imaging at 9.4-T, which was

different from the existing method which employs the w-

ICWSC or w-ICWVC. The study findings provide a new

direction for the improvement of |B1|-field sensitivity and

adaptation of coil selection for small-animal MRI.
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